Ludii and XCSP: Playing and Solving Logic Puzzles
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Abstract—Many of the famous single-player games, commonly called puzzles, can be shown to be NP-Complete. Indeed, this class of complexity contains hundreds of puzzles, since people particularly appreciate completing an intractable puzzle, such as Sudoku, but also enjoy the ability to check their solution easily once it’s done. For this reason, using constraint programming is naturally suited to solve them. In this paper, we focus on logic puzzles described in the Ludii general game system and we propose using the XCSP formalism in order to solve them with any CSP solver.

Index Terms—Knowledge Representation, Constraint Programming, General Game AI.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the Nikoli company\(^1\) publishes many puzzles in different newspapers, such as the well-known Sudoku, solving pure deduction puzzles (mainly Japanese logic puzzles \(^1\)) became a widespread pastime around the world.

In the context of General Game Playing (GGP), where artificial agents have to be capable of playing a wide variety of games (including puzzles) \(^2\), Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) \(^3\) is now considered as one of the best approaches in the absence of domain specific knowledge \(^4\). For puzzles, two main previous works on MCTS exist. The first one, called Single Player MCTS used in the SameGame formula, and uses a heuristically guided default policy for simulations in order to optimize their resolution. The second work defines an adapted UCT algorithm for the combinatorial optimisation problem of feature selection \(^6\).

However, these two variants – and MCTS in general – do not tend to perform well on pure deduction puzzles. The nature of these puzzles \(^7\) may not be suitable for this paradigm, for instance due to most of them exhibiting only a single solution.

Regarding complexity, many of the (logic) puzzles, are shown to be NP-complete \(^8\). In this context, constraint programming (CP) appears to be a particularly effective means of solving them \(^9\), \(^10\). Moreover, CP is well-studied, leads to highly explainable solutions, and finding solutions is typically efficient \(^11\). In this paper, we present how the General Game system Ludii \(^2\) can model and play any logic puzzle through the XCSP formalism \(^13\), enabling the use of any compatible state-of-the-art solver to efficiently solve them.

II. LUDII AND XCSP

In this section, we briefly describe Ludii and XCSP, as well as the translation process from Ludii to XCSP for puzzles.

A. Ludii

Within the context of the Digital Ludeme Project\(^2\) \(^14\), a new general game system called Ludii was recently proposed. This system is based on a ludemic modelisation and a class grammar approach for games \(^15\).

In Ludii, a game is given by a 3-tuple of ludemes \(G = \langle Mode, Equipment, Rules \rangle\). Mode denotes a finite set of \(k\) deterministic players. Equipment = \((C^t, C^p)\) denotes a set of containers \(C^t\), and a set of components \(C^p\). Finally, Rules defines the operations of the game, which is split in three distinct parts: start, play, and end.

In contrast to the standard General Game system using the Game Description Language (GDL) \(^16\), the ludemic approach offers the capability to model puzzle rules. Each ludeme encapsulates the concepts commonly used like arithmetic operators, inequality between many grid cells or specific regions (row, column, etc). An example Ludii description for a Sudoku puzzle on a \(4 \times 4\) grid is provided in Figure 1, with the puzzle itself depicted in Figure 2.

Ludii provides many benefits relative to GDL. Among them, the description of the games are self-explanatory to non-specialist readers and all games available in the system can be played by both humans and/or AI. Moreover, even if Ludii uses MCTS as the core method for AI move planning, the structural composition of the games, and more particularly puzzles, can be exploited to make use of different paradigms such as CP.

B. XCSP

XCSP\(^3\) \(^13\) is a recent format to build integrated representations of combinatorial constrained problems. This new format is able to deal with mono/multi optimisation, many types of variables (integer, symbolic, graph, set, multi-set, etc.), cost functions, reification, views, annotations, variable

\(^1\)Nikoli: [nikoli.co.jp/en/puzzles/]

\(^2\)Digital Ludeme Project: [http://www.ludeme.eu/]

1\footnote{Nikoli: nikoli.co.jp/en/puzzles/}

2\footnote{Digital Ludeme Project: http://www.ludeme.eu/}
models and series of instances, as well as different tools such as parsers in Java and C++.

C. From Ludii to XCSP

A Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) consists of a set of variables – each associated with a domain of possible values – and a set of constraints that link the variables and define allowed combinations of values among them.

Constraints can have several forms; two basic forms of them are (i) enumerating the list of allowed/forbidden tuples between variables and (ii) using common simple constraints in intention such as =, ≠, ∈, ≤, etc. Moreover, since the mid-90’s, the concept of so-called global constraints has been introduced. Such constraints aim to improve the succinctness of constrained structures present in different problems, and are associated with more powerful filtering algorithms that can take into account the specificity of the formulated constraint to further reduce the domains of the variables, boosting the subsequent search for a solution. The first introduced and most famous global constraint is allDifferent, which states that each variable in its scope must take values different from all others.

Interestingly, logic puzzles very often exhibit structure that can be encoded into global constraints. Furthermore, in Ludii,
the library provides some ludemes similar to the main global constraints. For example, the global constraint allDifferent is also used as a ludeme in Ludii (e.g. Figure 1), making the translation process easier.

Thanks to this proximity between the two languages, a translation process from Ludii to XCSP is possible in order to use the solution of the CSP problem generated as a sequence of moves for the Ludii game. Note that our study is restricted to one-player games (Mode = \{1\}) using a single container (|Cp| = 1).

The variables and their domains are extracted from the Equipment of a Ludii Game G. Each CSP variable v is generated from each grid cell of the container. The domain of each variable corresponds to the set Cp.

The generation of the constraints is obtained from the Rules of G. However, for the initial state (start rules) and the terminal state (end rules), the process is different. For puzzles, only the ludeme place is used to put each component on different grid cells. This ludeme can easily be translated into constraints that assign the initial values to the corresponding variables. For the terminal state, each ludeme associated with a global constraint in the XCSP formalism is translated directly using the subset of variables corresponding to the region define on the ludeme. As an example, the translation of the 4×4 Sudoku described in Figure 1 is given in Figure 2.

In this example, the lines 7 to 10 correspond to the start rules in G, and the lines between 12 to 28 correspond to the end rules, each of them generated from the ludeme allDifferent on different regions.

The solution provided by the CSP solver is translated into a sequence of Moves for the Ludii system. For each assignment, if the value associated is different to 0 (corresponding to an empty cell) and if in the start rules no component is placed in the grid cell corresponding to the variable assigned, we apply a move to add the component corresponding to the value to the grid cell.

As an example, the CSP solution to the XCSP instance is given in Figure 3. The corresponding sequence of moves is: \text{Add}(0,3), \text{Add}(2,1), \text{Add}(3,2), \text{Add}(4,2), \text{Add}(6,4), \text{Add}(8,1), \text{Add}(9,2), \text{Add}(10,3), \text{Add}(11,4), \text{Add}(12,4), \text{Add}(14,2).

III. EXPERIMENTS

This section describes a number of experiments on different puzzles modelled with the ludemic approach.

A. Setup

In this section, we experiment with the translation and solving processes on some logic puzzles: Futoshiki, Latin Square, Magic Square, N Queens problems, Nonogram and Sudoku. We provide the time used for each process and the size of the XCSP instance obtained by the translation process when given the number of variables, the size of the domain of each variable and the number of constraints. All experiments were conducted on a single core of an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8650U CPU @ 1.90 GHz, 2112 MHz with 16GB RAM.

To solve the XCSP instance, we use an open-source Java-written Constraint Solver called Abscon, mainly developed by Christophe Lecoutre. Ludii and Abscon are running with the Java SE Development Kit 11.

B. Results

First, as illustrated by Table 1, translations from Ludii to XCSP exhibit negligible runtimes, since they never exceed 1 second. We did not report them in a detailed manner due to lack of space, but we have tried larger sizes of puzzles and converting data towards XCSP formalism does not appear to be a barrier to this approach.

For the solving part, we have deliberately tested games with different sizes, in order to get an idea of the practical limits of the approach. For example, converting and solving Latin Square (size 100) requires more than a minute, which can be seen as too long for some applications. However, all puzzles whose size makes them reasonably doable by humans are entirely solved within a few seconds: N Queens (sizes 4-8), Nonogram (sizes 5-32), Sudoku (sizes 9-25), etc.

C. Discussion

These results allow us to apply online dynamic applications for all “human-sized” puzzles. For instance, Ludii can propose a series of (potentially randomly generated) puzzles and provide help, or prevent the user from mistakes, in a dynamic way through the use of CP solvers.

We intend to use Ludii to model the full range of Nikoli puzzles in a close future, and the translation proposed here is generic; once a new (NP-complete) puzzle is modelled in Ludii, it can be supported by a CP solver for the previous proposed applications (provide help and/or prevent mistakes), without requiring additional implementation work in most cases.

It is important to keep in mind that we “only” propose to translate directly a puzzle from Ludii to an XCSP instance. Here no optimisation approaches such as heuristics or symmetries are used. This first approach only takes advantage of the global constraints.

Consequently, a promising future work would be to include some data for the ludemes used to describe the puzzles in order to make it easier to apply some optimisations commonly used in CSP. As an example, the current direct translation for the Knight’s Tour (8×8) on XCSP is done in 2 seconds. However Abscon requires 123 seconds to solve it. Handcrafting simple symmetries in the instance reduces the solving time to 19 seconds.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This first work is a good example of cross-fertilisation. Indeed, while the Ludii system is now able to make use of decades of algorithmic progresses in Constraint Programming, just by stating puzzles, the XCSP ecosystem enriches its content of instances by providing new benchmarks for the CP community.

In the future, the approach applied here on NP-complete puzzles could be extended to P-SPACE ones, such as Sokoban.
In addition, this work paves the way for a potential application of Constraint Programming on any multi-player games modelled on Ludii, in a similar spirit to WoodStock — a constraint-based approach for General Game Playing, and currently the best GGP agent, only compatible with GDL.

As another working track, a related work on [19], proposes another approach called Deductive Search to solve logic puzzles. This approach is a breadth-first, depth-limited propagation scheme for the constraint-based solution of deduction puzzles, using simple logic operations found in standard constraint satisfaction solvers. This approach is particularly efficient for puzzles and has to be compared with the best CSP solvers in order to improve the resolution to any puzzle available on Ludii.
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